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The original discovery of copper and precious 
metals (Au, Ag) was made on the NINA 1-96 claim as 
anomalous concentrations in a gossan-stained 
bedrock by Anaconda Canada in 1982. The discovery 
of another anomalous gossan was made by Rio Algom 
Exploration Inc. and JAM Geological Services on 
July 23, 1985. Following this work, in the Report 
of Evaluation (Watkins, 1985) it was stated that 
the favourable contact extended to the southeast 
into the FEVER mineral claims. A program of ground 
geophysics and soil geochemistry was recommended at 
this time. This recommended program was finally, 
at least partially, carried out during the summer 
of 1996. Some interesting geophysical anomalies 
(VLF) were encountered. Also, the geochem soil 
sampling yielded some unexplained anomalies. Some 

of the longer geophysical lines, when extended grid 
east (Brg. 48') yielded complex conductor systems 

(multiple conductors) which may host economic 
mineralization (massive sulphides). 

A program of further gridding, geophysics and soil 
geochemistry is recommended, with emphasis on 
extending the coverage to at least station 1000 
east. 
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INTRODUCTION 

General 

From June 18 to July 17 and from September 5 to 9, 1996 a two or 
three man crew conducted a VLF, mag. and geochem survey on the 
NINA-FEVER claim group. Dave Hayward and Dave McCurdy, both from 
near Smithers, B.C., and this author, of Whitehorse, Y.T., 
comprised the crew. 

The claims consist of NINA l-96 (16 units), NINA 2-96 (15 units), 
FEVER l-96 (16 units) and six two-post claims - FEVER 2-96 to 7-96 
(six units), for a total of 53 units. The claim boundaries can be 
seen on the 1:20,000 topo map on page 5 and the 1:2,000 VLF and 
magnetometer plan contained in the pocket. 

The claims are jointly owned by myself and Mr. Dave Hayward. 

Location and Access 

The property is located ,in north-central British Columbia, 260 km 
northwest of Prince George at the south end of the SwannellRange 
in the Omineca Mountains (see map, page 2). The property is 17 km 
north by northwest of Germansen Landing. Germansen Landing is 
slightly less than 200 road km north of Fort St. James (see map, 
page 3). Road access is achieved by proceeding 10 km northwest of 
Germansen Landing on an all-weather gravel road and thence turning 
right (north) on an unmaintained 4x4 road for an additional 14 km 
to the property. The road cuts through the southeast portion of 
the property (see map, page 5). 

Topoaraphv 

The property ranges in elevation from 940 metres to 1800 metres. 
Vegetation is typical of a relatively mature evergreen forest 
common to north-central B.C. with trees thinning out above the 1600 
metre elevation. Most of the FEVER claims are easily traversed 
by foot; however, parts of the NINA claims such as the area of the 
main showing have steep valley walls and are traversed with 
difficulty. 

The colour photos on page 6 show the steep topography (lower two 
photos) versus the more easily traversed country (top two photos) 
of the FEVER claims. 
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History 

(From: Watkins, 1985 B.C. Assessment Report no. 13,977 and from 
Cope, 1988 B.C. Assessment Report no. 17,940) 

Anomalous concentrations of copper and precious metals from gossan- 
stained bedrock were reported by Anaconda Canada Ltd. in 1982. 
Another anomalous gossan was discovered by Rio Algom Exploration 
Inc. and JAM Geological Services in 1985. These were both in the 
NINA claims at high elevations. Geological mapping in 1985 by JAM 
Geological Services showed these gossans to contain massive 
sulphide fragments containing copper, gold and silver (Watkins, 
1985). Also at this time, two strataform EM anomalies were 
detected in a VLF survey. 

In 1986 Lornex Mining Corporation Ltd. took over the property, 
conducting geological mapping, rock sampling and soil geochemistry 
in the 1986 field season. 

In 1987, 6 km of induced polarization survey was performed. In 
1988, 224 metres of BGK wireline diamond drilling in three holes 
from three set-ups was performed. This was conducted in the north 
half of the NINA l-96 claim (see map, page 5) in a separate valley 
to the northwest of the FEVER claims. Not all holes reached their 
targets as drilling problems were reported. There was no work done 
in the valley of the FEVER claims by Lornex. 

Grid and Field Procedure 

All lines were flagged with orange and blue flagging at 20 metre 
stations. Four-foot pickets with metal tags were used on most of 
the baseline. Lines, for the most part, were run-in at 100 metre 
intervals. The grid layout can be seen on the 1:20,000 map on page 
5 and the 1:2,000 map contained in the pocket. Roughly 18 km of 
baseline and lines were flagged-in. 

A Geonics EM-16 was employed for the VLF survey, with readings 
being taken at 10 metre intervals. Both the in-phase and 
quadrature were read. All stations were read by facing the 
direction of the transmitting station and thence turning clockwise 
90' before taking the readings. Most lines were read on Cuttler, 
Maine, since Seattle, Washington, was off the air for a major refit 
until July 11, 1996. At this time, as many lines as possible in 
the time remaining were read on Seattle, Wa. 

Magnetometer readings were taken at 10 metre intervals with a 
Scintrex MF-2 fluxgate magnetometer. The instrument reads the 
vertical component of earth's magnetic field. Readings were taken 
to the nearest 10 gammas in short loops and corrected for diurnal. 
Each loop was subsequently corrected to adjacent loops throughout 
the survey. 
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Geochemical sampling was begun by soil sampling the 'B' horizon 
(where possible) with a split spoon auger at 20 metre intervals. 
It was soon realised that sampling the complete grid would be too 
costly, especially regarding limited resources and high cost of the 
lab analysis. Consequently, sampling was limited to areas of mag. 
and especially VLF anomalies in the hope that it might indicate the 
location of buried massive sulphides. These can be seen on the 8- 
colour contoured geochemistry maps contained in the Appendix. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

The following was taken from B.C. Assessment Report no. 13,977 by 
Watkins and Atkinson, 1985: 

('Propertv Geolow 

Stratigraphic and structural relationships within the Nina 
Creek belt are not known. Stratigraphy in the property area 
appears to be part of a homoclinal succession topping and 
dipping westerly. 

The property is underlain predominantly by weakly 
metamorphosed massive, green to brownish green weathered, 
fine grained, altered basalt. The metabasalt is locally 
variolitic, brecciated o-r pillowed. Intracalated with 
metabasalt is a metasedimentary unit with an apparent 
thickness of up to 150 metres that flexes in trend from 100' 
to 1400, and thins markedly towards the north side of the 
property. The metasediments are predominantly dark brown, 
weakly foliated, fine grained mafic tuffs, locally 
argillaceous. Near the basalt contact, the sediments are 
distinctly layered with siliceous, cherty bands to 1 cm wide, 
which locally grade to massive chert. No stratigraphic top 
indicators were recognised. 

Hvdrothermal Breccia 

On lines east of the main showing, within massive and 
pillowed metabasalt, a 50 x 150 m area is underlain by a 
mixed basalt and cherty breccia. Here, massive basalt and 
chert have been shattered to angular fragments of millimetre 
to 10 centimetre size to form a matrix supported breccia. 
The matrix is either a dense, creamy grey siliceous 
groundmass, or mixed lamellae of fine basalt and chert shards 
in a siliceous groundmass. No sulphide minerals were seen 
within this breccia body. The contact between mixed breccia 
and host massive basalt is not sharp, but grades from an in- 
situ shattered basalt. 
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Figure 4. Geology of the Nina 1 claim area (from Armstrong. 1949 and 
Koots) 1954). 
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structure 

On the property, basalt flow rocks have little or no 
penetrative deformation. Pillowed and brecciated basalt have 
retained their primary textures. However, within the 
sedimentary unit, a vertical foliation is developed. North 
of the main showing, chert bands in tuff define an open, 
upright synform with small amplitude shallow, north-plunging 
drag folds well developed. Bedding plane mullions have a 
shallow north plunge. It is interpreted that these small 
folds are geometrically similar to larger folds developed in 
the west dipping homoclinal succession of Nina Creek belt 
rocks. No major disruption of the stratigraphic package by 
faults is recognised. 

Sulphide Mineralization 

Localized areas of sulphide mineralization occur within a 100 
metre interval in metabasalt on the east side of the 
sedimentary unit. Two styles of mineralisation are 
recognized: 

1. elastic sulphide mineralizaion 
2. disseminated sulphide mineralisation 

Fragments of massive sulphide are mixed with monolithic, 
fragment supported, conglomerate-like, unmineralized basalt. 
This style of mineralisation is identified in two areas 300 
metres apart at the same stratigraphic position relative to 
the sediment-basalt contact. The larger of the two areas 
(photo, page 6) is lens-shaped in plan view, measures 25 x 
130 metres, and is elongated parallel to the sediment 
contact. The smaller zone is less defined; it measures 5 x 
60 metres with its long axis conformable to the sediment 
contact. Sulphide fragments are composed of fine grained, 
granular textured pyrite with grey quartz. The chalcopyrite 
content of individual fragments is variable - see Aouendix. 
The total sulphide content of the two zones does not exceed 
15%. 

Localized areas of disseminated pyrite with varying amounts 
of fine grained chalcopyrite and minor sphalerite are 
intracalated with metabasalt. These mineralized areas are 
small, not exceeding three metres in width and 20 metres in 
length. They tend to occur at a stratigraphic interval 100 
metres from the sediment contact. 
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Alteration 

Metamorphism in the NINA claim area appears to be of the 
lower greenschist facies. Metabasalt is commonly a fine 
grained assemblage of suspected plagioclase, amphibole and 
chlorite. Fine leucoxene is ubiquitous in the metabasalt. 
Silica replacement of basalt is widespread, occurring as 
distinct fracture controlled linear zones and as large 
strataform replacement zones. Cherty bands in sediment may 
be silica replacement. Fracture related siliceous zones are 
texturally similar to the matrix of the hydrothermal breccia, 
consisting of fine lamellae of creamy grey chert. 

Metabasalt is crosscut by a wide-spaced northeast-trending 
set of steeply dipping quartz-epidote veins that postdates 
silica alteration. 

On the FEVER claim to the southeast, bedrock exposures are poor. 
The claim appears to be underlain by predominantly massive basalt 
flows and tuffs, and intercalated argillites striking north- 
northwest and dipping moderately west. The favourable basalt and 
argillite can be traced southeasterly across the northeast half of 
the FEVER claim (Watkins, 1985)." 

PURPOSE 

Attempt to detect a buried sulphide deposit to the southeast of the 
main showing in the FEVER and/or south end of NINA 2-96 mineral 
claims. This is the basic recommendation- contained in the Report 
of Evaluation of Fever Mineral Claims by Watkins, 1985. Since 
there is very little outcrop, ground geophysics and a soil 
geochemistry program were recommended. 

RESULTS 

The VLF results can be seen as profiles on the map contained in the 
pocket. The location of the VLF conductor axis has been marked on 
this map as well as on the geochem maps in the Appendix. This 
could help to determine whether any interesting correlations 
develop between the geochemical anomalies and the VLF conductor 
axis. Any interesting magnetic results have been contoured on the 
VLF and Magnetometer plan. 
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INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

As can be seen on the VLF and Magnetometer plan, two conductors (A 
and B) were detected, having a strike length of 600 metres or more 
each. Also, on the east end of the grid, complex multiple 
conductors striking north by northwest need to be defined 
accurately with more geophysical lines. 

Correlation of the conductor axis and geochemical contouring 
(Appendix) do not result in any obvious patterns. An area 
partially on and below conductor A resulted in a lot of barium 
highs and some very high arsenic values east of the baseline. 
Conductor A was very strong (in phase values up to 142%) west of 
the baseline and also had some high copper values associated with 
it. Prospecting is difficult here due to the absence of outcrops. 
Anomaly A has curved around line 1700N, almost making it appear as 
a nose of a fold. The cause of this anomaly should be determined. 

Anomaly B has quite a few copper, lead and antimony ‘kicks' 
immediately to the east or downslope and should be investigated 
further. 

Some very high zinc anomalies (over 400 ppm) began to appear on the 
east side of the grid in the area of the multiple conductors. This 
whole area should be filled in with more geophysical lines and 
followed with geochemical sampling. A mag. anomaly began to 
develop on lines 700N and BOON between 500E and 600E, the cause of 
which is unknown. 

Gold was not tested for, due to lack of funds. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Sample some of the obvious gaps as seen on the geochem maps 
and run for ICP plus gold. Also re-run all pulps for gold. 

2. E.$end all lines between L lOOON and L 2200N to at least 1OOOE 
and conduct a geophysical and geochemical survey. 

3. All new anomalies should be prospected and any outcrops 
should be geologically mapped. 

4. Depending on the foregoing, any multiple conductor axis could 
be surveyed with a lower frequency EM system in order to 
ascertain its quality. 

5. Depending on the foregoing, any one or a combination of 
trenching and drilling could commence. 
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NINA and FEVER MINERAL CLAIMS 

VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK - Geophysical and Geochemical Survev 
(Rates as per personal communication with T. KalrPins, 1995) 

FIELD 

Engineer: 29 days @ $350/day 
Technicians (geophysical and geochemical): 
: 23 - 2 man-days @ $225/man-day 
: 12 - 1 man-days @ $225/man-day 
Mag. and VLF rental: 29 days @ $50/day 
Living allowance: 87 man-days @ $60/day 
Trucks (4x4): 2 trucks (25 days + 18 days) 
= 43 days x $lO/day 
Supplies, pickets,-flagging, thread, tags, 
batteries, etc: 
ATV: 8 days @ $lOO/day 
Chainsaw: 6 days @ $35/day 

Subtotal: $34,390.00 

Min-En Labs - geochem: July 16, 1996 
Min-En Labs - geochem: July 31, 1996 

$10,150.00 

$10,350.00 
y;;.;; 

$5:220:00 

$3,010.00 

$500.00 
$800.00 
$210.00 

COMPUTER 

Amerok Geosciences - geochem colour contouring 
- August 17, 1996 

OFFICE 

$321.00 

Data reduction, drafting and report composition 
- I days x $350/day $2,450.00 
Report typing $75.00 
Report reproduction (sepias, colour copying, etc.) $320.00 

P~O~>t~~p,,I: 6h43~3 /4: 5 (hcj -Lky+i+j 

Aoolication: NINA and FEVER claims (53 units): 
&I, 7w.45 

3 yrs @ $lOO/yr/unit = $5300 x 3: 4 $15,900 
2. yrs @ $200/yr/unit = $200 x 53 x 2: 
5 years total &% 

+ &i/)/i'&j$~ 3 $)A,4 $W, “,f ;,q 2-76 & ‘,..?i ~?-9,:ALI 54-2 = ‘;!,i;, 
x &:&, &($.“< p20+ = 

T$pd& /?P/w$ 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATION 

I, GARY C. LEE, of the City of Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, HEREBY 
CERTIFY that: 

1. I am a self-employed Geological Engineer. 

2. I am a graduate of the University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Ontario, with a degree in Applied Science - Geological 
Engineering (Mineral Exploration option). 

3. I am a member of the Professional Engineering Associations of 
the Yukon, British Columbia, and Ontario. 

4. I supervised and carried out the work described in this 
report. 

#&. 2:. 
Gary C. Lee', P.Eng. 

Date: 
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03Wl 
01002 
03001 
03004 
03005 
01006 
03007 
03009 

03009 
D301J 
O)OI6 

‘D56J9 
l 05&60 
‘DS661 
l D,462 

0.10 
l.7bd 
3.15 .+ 
0.41 
0.16 
0.17 
0.09 
0.46 
0.1; 
0.60 / 
0.21 
0.19 
0.07 
0.31 
0.41 

0.0, 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.0‘ 
0.01 
0.01 

(129) 
( 27) 
( 35) 
( 6)) 

0.0‘ 75.5 J.Oos~- *, 

0.05 34.5 0.30 2, 
0.05 2263 0.90 32 

.O.O, 26.0 0.60 16 
0.06 146.5 6.90 6 

0.01 9.5 0.0s 166 
0.51 10.0 1.20 d 19 
0.01 J.5 0.05 IO 
0.01 7.0 0.40 1.9 
0.02 38.0 1.90 4- IO 
0.01 10.0 4.70 *- , 

(191) 96.6 1.80 J 

( 46) 9.6 0.15 9 

( 53) 7.6 0.05 0 

(157) 21.7 0.50 9 

MO Aa 

PP= PPm 

3 236 
7 67 12 IX ; 

6 117 








































